First-order character of the smectic-A to chiral nematic transition in chiral liquid-crystal mixtures.
An investigation into the smectic-A to chiral nematic (N'A) transition in liquid crystals is presented by using adiabatic scanning calorimetry (ASC). It is predicted theoretically that chirality drives this transition to first order. This transition is studied in mixtures of the nonchiral liquid crystal octyloxycyanobiphenyl (8OCB) and the chiral 4-(2-methylbutyl)-4(')-cyanobiphenyl (CB15), a system with a large (chiral) nematic region that widens upon increasing the chiral (CB15) fraction. An ASC measurement on pure 8OCB showed no evidence for a latent heat, in agreement with previous ac calorimetric studies, with an upper boundary for the latent heat (if any) of 1.8 J/kg. Since pure 8OCB has no measurable latent heat, and taking into account the widening of the chiral nematic region, the possibility of a continuous to first-order crossover due to the coupling of the nematic and the smectic order parameters, as occurring in several cases of smectic-A to nematic (NA) transitions, can be excluded. However, for all examined mixtures a latent heat could be determined at the smectic-A to chiral nematic transition. This confirms theoretical predictions of the first order character of this transition. Quantitatively, theoretical predictions of the evolution of the entropy discontinuities and latent heats of this transition were not consistent with the experimental results. It was further observed that the transition temperature decreases linearly in agreement with theoretical predictions and a previous ac calorimetric study. Finally, it was observed that the pretransitional specific heat capacity shows an interesting evolution upon increasing chiral fraction, and it may be concluded that any theoretical model based on Landau theory is not sufficient to describe this transition.